JOURNALISTS,
I have a personal letter for you all to read.
by Peterson Teixeira

THE BUSINESS WORLD of today, and the world in
general, owns you A LOT more than you think. A lot more. I know many of you
may be feeling down, and may be feeling that your work is not important, and
that it gets lost in the massive content cloud that is The Internet. And 2 hours
later.....all your hard work, all your professional research and all your top-ofthe-line investigative journalism turns into.....nothing. But BOY THAT'S
FALSE! We really own you a lot. I OWN you a lot. The World does, actually.

I know this for a fact.
And I don't know if you know this, but I don't do compliments for no reason.

Because I actually used

1000 GOOGLE ALERTS to monitor

the global marketplace using several business/market terms. And that's a lot of
monitoring, I assure you. And Google – the criminal enterprise – fed me with over
30.000 e-mails per month, and on each e-mail I had at least 3 links to go through,
resulting in around 500 relevant articles to read per month. Then finally, after
reading all of them, only around 50 must-read articles were necessary to reinforce.

And without these “50 articles” that “got lost in the crowd”....I wouldn't be here
today. I wouldn't have built The Market Mastery section which resulted in extreme
levels of sabotage by Google Analytics (adding more obvious evidence to the case
against Big Tech), and I wouldn't have built The Global Financial Crisis Manifesto –
A Warning by A Genius Consultant which explained....
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HOW OBVIOUSLY DANGEROUS Google really is
for Society today from a business standpoint and a democracy standpoint. I know
many of you are fighting for Democracies, whether you're from the Left or from the
Right. I, Peterson Teixeira, as you may know already, am a Right-wing. Christian.
However, as you also may know, some of the content from the left, even from those
more “hardcore” left-wing media sources were a must to reinforce because they
were.....right. The news reporting was right.

I believe this is really why I've been facing so much persecution as well from all
kinds of fronts. Because I actually read and consider both sides. Something very
rare nowadays. And after carefully monitoring all the best News Media sources in
the world, I caught many similar people from all those famous media sources which
got featured on The Market Mastery section.

Make no mistake:

YOUR WORK IS CRITICAL NOWADAYS.

CRITICAL.
Because without

“THE NEWS” I would still be working like crazy, doing

16-hours-per-day shifts for no reason, without being aware of all the criminal activity
that The Duopoly has been doing in global markets, and how they – Google and
Facebook – have been sabotaging businesses worlwide, while censoring and
controlling information at the same time. Your work brought to my attention what
EVERYBODY should be talking about. And I mean.....EVERYBODY.
Not only businesspeople.
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Hence why I made

THE CRAZY MOVE of risking getting

Copyright lawsuits from all kinds of news sources from all over the world. But after
noticing the reality of the state of the media business (globally by the way), I didn't
consider Copyright Lawsuits to be much of a bigger risk than letting a handful of big
tech – criminal – companies freely decide and control everyday's citizens lives.
From the personal life to the business life. But that's only because it became.....
obvious. It became OBVIOUS how Big Tech is a monster problem. But it's all
thanks to your work.

Despite the rise of

FAKE NEWS as A WEAPON, both

against citizens as against businesses, I'll never disregard the news or consider it
unnecessary. Especially as a business owner. So again, please remember that your
work DOES matter. The Internet may seem like an endless cloud of useless content
sometimes, but the must-read articles – your best work – will eventually....stand out.

And some News media owners may be corrupt or have a hidden agenda or
whatever, but many times the truth seeker – you – outshines the brand and stands
out even when publishing on the most “irrelevant” or “corrupted” media, because
the people likes the truth. And we respect that.

So regardless of where you're working from,

THE REAL BRAND

behind your news article is just.....your honest hard work. Because many times
when I was monitoring the markets, the news brand to me was irrelevant, but the
journalist and his/her work was not.

THEREFORE.....
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PEOPLE NEED YOU more than you THINK.
Businesspeople need you more than you think (and more than THEY think).
It may seem otherwise because the digital landscape is now a big fat mess, and
there's content flying everywhere and coming from all over the place. And many of
you know about all the dirt that comes from behind-the-scenes business deals and
agendas that fuels some of the news content. But you were never that necessary
for the Global Society.

REPORTING
The NEWS in a world where FAKE NEWS is
rampant, and used as a weapon for hidden
agendas, is only for those who love giving
people the truth. True journalists.
PS: By the way, is it “Journalists” or “Jornalists”? Because I've seen both a lot
along the journey. Well, nevermind. I'll just call you truth seekers and real reporters.

The bottom line?
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I RESPECT YOUR

WORK.
I just wanted to say that.
Because I think sometimes you need
too hear that from people.
Especially in these hard times.
We need the news. Keep up the good work.

God bless you All,

PETERSON TEIXEIRA
CEO & Founder at Peterson Teixeira Company
www.petersonteixeira.com
TALK: Just send A Text (SMS) or Call and Let's Talk: +55 13 981 700 440 (cellphone line)
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